Observing of natural parameters assumes an essential part in human life, so Collection of information about the dynamic changes of climate is critical. In businesses it is imperative to screen climate parameters amid certain dangerous circumstances. The primary point of this paper is to outline and build up installed frameworks. Observing of natural parameters like temperature, gas and stickiness .The sensors sense the information and send it to micro controller by utilizing Arduino and micro controller sends information to GSM module GSM goes about as a correspondence unit between Arduino-microcontroller. This robotized framework can be introduced anyplace and can distinguish unusual conditions in cell phone that backings any SMS administrations
INTRODUCTION
In this framework, the natural parameters of where the framework is setup will be observed effortlessly utilizing diverse sensors. A robotized climate checking framework is an instrument that measures and records climate parameters like temperature, gas spillage and stickiness utilizing sensors with no contribution of individuals. The deliberate parameters can be put away and the information can be prepared further to make a warning to the client if there are any destructive conditions like increment in temperature, change in stickiness and spillage in gas. The fundamental target of this work is to build up a computerized climate parameters detecting framework with a caution utilizing bell furthermore tell the client about the destructive conditions through a SMS alarm. The framework utilized wired correspondence framework to exchange the information to the checking station through the inherent USB interface it will likewise have an office to catch and transmit the climate parameter values. The caught qualities can be seen later. The information gathered by this climate checking framework can be effortlessly traded to PC. After discovery of these risky parameters a SMS caution is sent to a specific client so he can make right move at ideal time to keep away from mishaps.
METHODS Detecting of climate conditions:
As detecting of climate parameters assumes a fundamental part in human life, the detecting of temperature, dampness and gas spillage is done utilizing the temperature sensor, moistness sensor and gas sensor. Temperature sensor is utilized to detect the present temperature in the climate Moistness sensors are utilized to give a sign of the dampness levels in the earth. A gas sensor is a gadget that identifies the nearness of gasses. Location of destructive conditions: Certain unsafe conditions like changes in temperature, mugginess and spillage in gas are detected by these sensors. Those conditions might resemble the adjustments in limit values indicated,  Temperature limit esteem is more noteworthy than 170  Gas limit esteem is more noteworthy than 40  When the dampness levels in the climate changes (stickiness). Gathering, handling and putting away information: At the point when the sensors detects the states of climate parameters the separate estimations of temperature, stickiness and gas spillage are gathered and they are additionally put away if important. This information is then handled further and if the qualities detected are more prominent than the edge values then it implies the sensors have detected destructive conditions and some move must be made. Cautioning through ringer: At the point when the sensors have detected the unsafe conditions there is a need of alarming the client and it is done through the ringer. Promptly after the hurtful conditions are detected the bell makes an alert to indicate those conditions like, the temperature is high or destructive gasses distinguished. SMS alarm: SMS alarm is informing the predetermined client with a message. At the point when the signal is frightened the client needs to get informed about the unsafe conditions, in order to tell the client about these progressions a SMS alarm is utilized. A message advising about the high temperature, recognition of destructive gasses or changes in mugginess is sent to the client through this SMS to his versatile utilizing GSM modem. Figure. 4. GSM message alert Every one of the modules was outlined and every one of the parts were amassed. The testing of every module was completed effectively. The sensor readings were viably recovered in a steady domain and put away in documents .The message alarm advising about the unusual conditions was sent effectively to the predefined client utilizing GSM.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

CONCLUSION
Checking the climate conditions physically is troublesome. The present work is to build up a computerized framework which screens the climate parameters. The climate condition is driven via pneumatic force (temperature and dampness) contrasts between one place and another. These weight and temperature contrasts can happen because of the sun edge at a specific spot. Through this framework we can consequently gather the data about dampness, gas spillage and temperature. The points of interest are put away in a database. The extent of this archive is to distinguish the unusual climate conditions without human mediation and exchange the information to cell phones through GSM module to stop risky episodes. Extent of Future Work: To actualize natural parameter observing framework with  Smoke sensor which distinguishes the nearness of smoke to keep any sort of calamities brought on by smoke.  Include a robotized fan framework which can pass over the fire or smoke.  Include a sprinkler through which we can deal with the temperature.
